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7 of 7 review helpful A Unique Author By CT Montagne In college I took a course on existentialism taught by Bob 
Bob was vibrant and passionate I later chose him as my faculty adviser He passed away a few years ago having been 
one of the finest people I ve ever met Bob s knowledge intelligence wit and enthusiasm for life shine through all of his 
writings I highly recommend him 19 of 19 review helpf The idea that we are in some significant sense responsible for 
our emotions is an idea that Robert Solomon has developed for almost three decades Here in a single volume he traces 
the development of this theory of emotions and elaborate it in detail Two themes run through his work the first 
presents a cognitive theory of emotions in which emotions are construed primarily as evaluative judgments The second 
proposes an existentialist perspective in which he defe Solomon s work makes an important contribution to the attempt 
to move beyond the divorce between emotion and reason a divorce embraced by both Hume and Kant albeit in 
radically different ways The strength of Solomon s arguments certainly provide robust su 
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